


It just gets
The all-new Vitara



As a first of its kind, with over three decades of constant 

improvement in design and performance, the Vitara 

name has blazed the way forward for compact SUVs. 

Now, four generations later, the all-new Vitara Brezza 

defies the odds and, like its predecessors, continues to 

deliver on the exceptional. After the launch of the first-

ever compact SUV in 1988, the Vitara, the world thought 

Suzuki had engineered perfection on their first attempt. 

However, Suzuki improved on perfection with each 

passing generation, getting better and better, 

and the Vitara Brezza is no exception.

https://hubs.ly/H0jKN2S0




PUT THE 
YOU IN SUV.
Generation by generation, we’ve taken the 

Vitara’s iconic exterior appeal and built 

on it to create a vehicle that simply can’t 

look any better than the Vitara Brezza. 

The contemporary design pays homage to 

the Vitara’s lengthy Compact SUV heritage 

through features like a roof rail and 

inverted U-shape lower grille. The brawny 

exterior is adorned with a touch of modern 

pizzazz thanks to the diamond-cut alloy 

wheels, auto-folding outside rear-view 

mirrors (ORVM), and the premium dual LED 

projector headlamps with dual function 

LED daytime running lights (GLX). 

The Vitara Brezza arrives armed with 

integrated chrome grille, headlamp eyelids 

and sportier fog lamps (GLX) to give the 

adventurous body an athletic stance, plus 

customisable accessories and a range of 

exclusive dual-tone colours (GLX) to help 

put the YOU in SUV. 

Can it get any better? 



EVEN BREZZA 
ON THE INSIDE
The Vitara Brezza looks as good on the inside as it does 

on the outside. The performance of the 1.5ℓ is perfectly 

coupled with a premium and sporty luxury fitted cabin. 

The driving experience shouldn’t just be good, 

it should be the best, and it is thanks to the user friendly 

instrument panel and leather steering wheel (GLX only) 

which adds a touch of sophistication. 

https://hubs.ly/H0jKFSw0


BLACK IS THE NEW BLACK

The black on black interior complements the sporty 

instrument panel and gives the Vitara Brezza a 

timeless interior aesthetic that you’ll never get tired 

of being around, no matter how many times you get 

behind the wheel. 

 

GET THE BEST OF BOTH WORLDS

With 328ℓ of luggage space and a roomy cabin layout, the 

Vitara Brezza is equipped to lug around everything you need, 

and compact enough to take you anywhere you want to go. 



TOPPED 
OFF WITH 
TOP-NOTCH 
TECH 
COMPLETE CONTROL 
AT YOUR FINGERTIPS



7” TOUCHSCREEN 
SMARTPLAY AUDIO 
SYSTEM 
A 7-inch touchscreen display enables intuitive 

operation of multimedia features including 

audio, hands-free phone, reverse camera 

and smartphone integration. Features can be 

selected from the four main operating modes - 

Listen, Call, Drive and Connect. 

The touchscreen system is compatible with 

Apple CarPlay, Android Auto and Mirrorlink. 

By connecting your phone you’ll be able to 

make phone calls, access your music, send/

receive messages, get directions and access 

your smartphone’s features on the touchscreen 

display - all this via voice command or a tap on 

the audio display. Are you not entertained?

KEYLESS ENTRY AND 
PUSH START 

The ultimate SUV driving experience is now 

available at your fingertips, literally! Thanks to 

innovations like Keyless Entry and Push-Button 

Start, you can feel the Vitara Brezza come to 

life with a single touch and enjoy hassle-free 

convenience with the Smart Key. It just doesn’t 

get better than Vitara Brezza!.



COOLER 
THAN COOL
UPPER GLOVEBOX COOLER

Just when you thought that the Vitara Brezza couldn’t 

get any cooler, Suzuki turns the glovebox into a 

convenient cooler to keep your drinks at the perfect 

temperature no matter how long the trip (GLX only).

CONFIDENTIAL

PERFORMANCE TECHNOLOGY SAFETY COMFORTDESIGN

CONFIDENTIAL

Keeps drinks cold during 
journey

29

Keep Cool Upper Glove Box 



IF YOU WANT 
SOMETHING DONE 
PROPERLY, LET US 
AUTOMATE IT.
AUTO CLIMATE CONTROL | AUTO RAIN SENSOR (GLX) 
| AUTO WIPERS AND AUTO HEADLIGHTS (GLX)

They say if you want something done properly that you 

should do it yourself. We disagree, which is why the Vitara 

Brezza is fitted with a range of automatic features. 

Automatic rain sensors to keep you one step ahead of 

mother nature by turning on your wipers at the first sign 

of rain.

Automatic headlights to brighten your way.

Automatic climate control to ensure that it’s always the 

perfect temperature in the Vitara Brezza. 

https://hubs.ly/H0jKMdJ0


NEXT GENERATION 
COMPACT SUV. NEXT LEVEL 
SAFETY FEATURES.



We’ve spent over three decades perfecting the Compact SUV, 

always keeping the driver at the forefront of our designs to 

ensure that only the best driving experience is delivered. 

The Vitara Brezza’s safety features have improved with each 

generation, making this a trusted model that you should enjoy 

knowing that your well-being has been carefully considered.



TECT (TOTAL EFFECTIVE CONTROL 
TECHNOLOGY) 

The body design centres on Suzuki’s TECT 

concept, resulting in a structure that efficiently 

absorbs and disperses the energy in the event 

of a collision. 

ABS WITH BA AND EBD 

In emergency braking or on slippery surfaces, 

the anti-lock brake system (ABS) keeps 

tyres from locking and enhances the driver’s 

ability to avoid obstacles through steering. 

Furthermore, the electronic brake-force 

distribution (EBD) optimally distributes brake 

pressure between front and rear depending 

on the vehicle load, to shorten the stopping 

distance and stably stop the vehicle. 

REVERSE PARKING 

Ultrasonic sensors have been fitted in the rear 

bumper to detect obstacles while you park the 

car, so you can get rid of your parking woes.

Warning sounds and the reverse parking 

camera keep you aware of how close you are 

to obstacles, making parking a breeze in the

Vitara Brezza. 

Braking

(With ABS) (Without ABS)



AIRBAGS 

The Vitara Brezza comes standard 

with dual front airbags for the safety 

of the driver and front-seat passenger 

in case of a frontal collision. 

PRE-TENSIONER AND FORCE LIMITER 

The pre-tensioner is designed to tighten the seat 

belts quickly to restrain occupants and prevent 

them from being thrown forward in the event of a 

moderate or severe frontal crash. Force limiter helps 

protect occupants from seatbelt inflicted injuries. 





DESIGNED 
TO IMPRESS. 
ENGINEERED 
TO PERFORM. 
4-SPEED AUTOMATIC TRANSMISSION

If an automatic is what you’re after, the Vitara 

Brezza has the option of a 4-speed automatic 

transmission with hill-hold control that’s perfect 

for a smooth, hands-free driving experience

1.5ℓ PETROL ENGINE 

From Push Start to stop, and every 

kilometre in-between, the Vitara 

Brezza’s 1.5ℓ delivers a smooth and 

exhilarating drive with a sporty edge 

that makes it the perfect partner 

for an urban adventure. After over 

30 years of perfecting performance, 

we’re still getting better.



THE VITARA 
BREZZA 
PERFORMS BEST 
EVERYWHERE
OVERDRIVE OFF SWITCH (AT ONLY) 

By operating the Overdrive off switch, the Vitara Brezza’s 

4-speed automatic transaxle can be converted to a 3-speed 

automatic transaxle that will not move to the over-drive 

position. To shift into the 3-speed mode, push in the 

Overdrive off switch, release it, and you’ll be in the best 

hands to take on hilly, winding roads and steep descents.  





MAJOR SPECIFICATIONS
Number of doors 5-door

Engine Petrol, 1.5ℓ

Drive system 2WD

DIMENSIONS
Overall length (mm) 3 995

Overall width (mm) 1 790

Overall height (mm) 1 640

Wheelbase (mm) 2 500

Tread Front (mm) 1 530

Rear (mm) 1 505

Minimum turning radius (m) 5.2

Minimum ground clearance (mm) 198

CAPACITIES
Seating capacity (persons) 5

Fuel tank capacity (litres) 48ℓ

Luggage Capacity Max Volume 328ℓ

ENGINE
Type K15B

Number of cylinders 4

Number of valves 16

Piston displacement (cm3) 1 462

Bore x stroke (mm) 74.0 x 75.0

Compression ratio 10.5

Maximum output (kW/rpm) 77/6 000

Maximum torque (N-m/rpm) 136/4 400

Fuel distribution Multipoint injection



TRANSMISSION
Type 5MT 4AT

Gear ratio 1st 3.909 2.875

2nd 2.043 1.568

3rd 1.407 1.000

4th 1.065 0.697

5th 0.816 -

Reverse 3.250 2.300

Final gear ratio 4.688 4.375

CHASSIS
Steering Rack & Pinion

Brakes Front Ventilated disc

Rear Drum

Suspension Front MacPherson strut

Rear Torsion beam

WEIGHTS
Kerb weight (min./with full option) (kg) 1,115/1,130 (MT) 1,125/1,140 (AT)

Gross vehicle weight (kg) 1 600



MAJOR EQUIPMENT
Transmission 5MT/4AT 5MT/4AT

Grade GL GLX

CHASSIS
Tyres and wheels 205/60R16 + steel wheels with full wheel cover ⋆ -

215/60R16 + a machined alloy wheels with center cap - ⋆

Spare tyre and wheel Standard ⋆ ⋆

Front suspension MacPherson strut ⋆ ⋆

Rear suspension Torsion beam ⋆ ⋆

BREAKING SYSTEM
Front ventilation disc brake ⋆ ⋆

Rear drum brake ⋆ ⋆

ABS/EBD ⋆ ⋆

SAFETY & SECURITY
Driver & passenger airbags ⋆ ⋆

Seatbelts Front seatbelts with pre-tensioners and force limiter ⋆ ⋆

- with adjustable shoulder anchor - ⋆

(2x) 3 point rear ⋆ ⋆

(1x) 2 point rear ⋆ ⋆

Seatbelt reminder Driver: lamp + buzzer ⋆ ⋆

Passenger ⋆ ⋆

Child restraint Upper and lower anchorage points ⋆ ⋆

Childproof rear door locks ⋆ ⋆

Immobiliser ⋆ ⋆

Security alarm ⋆ ⋆

Pedal release system ⋆ ⋆

Side impact protection beam ⋆ ⋆



MAJOR EQUIPMENT
Transmission 5MT/4AT 5MT/4AT

Grade GL GLX

INSTRUMENT PANEL
Tachometer ⋆ ⋆

Speedometer ⋆ ⋆

Water temperature indicator Cool/hot ⋆ ⋆

Illumination control ⋆ ⋆

Meter illumination colour ⋆ ⋆ (Multi)

Switch illumination colour Reddish amber ⋆ ⋆

Clock Info ⋆ ⋆

Information display Segment type ⋆ ⋆

Audible ‘headlight on’ reminder ⋆ ⋆

Low fuel warning light ⋆ ⋆

Key off reminder ⋆ ⋆

Door ajar warning lamp ⋆ ⋆

Centre console with cupholder ⋆ ⋆

Centre lower box ⋆ ⋆

Accessory socket Centre console ⋆ ⋆

Luggage room - ⋆

Centre lower box ⋆ ⋆

Front centre armrest - ⋆

Upper glove box ⋆ ⋆

STEERING
Powering steering EPS ⋆ ⋆

Adjustable steering column tilt ⋆ ⋆

Leather steering wheel - ⋆

Steering wheel commands Audio ⋆ ⋆

Bluetooth® ⋆ ⋆

Cruise Control - ⋆



INTERIOR LIGHTS
Spot map lamp Roof front - ⋆

Room lamp Roof centre ⋆ ⋆

Trunk/luggage room lamp - ⋆

Glove box light - ⋆

Front footwell light - ⋆

Interior light turn-on when doors central locking switch on ⋆ ⋆

AIR CONDITIONER
Heater ⋆ ⋆

Auto air conditioner Single zone ⋆ ⋆

Cooled storage - ⋆

Pollen filter ⋆ ⋆

AUDIO
4 speakers Each door ⋆ ⋆

Tweeter Front - ⋆

Touchscreen + Bluetooth® + USB + AUX in ⋆ ⋆

Antenna Front roof mounted, short antenna ⋆ ⋆

DOORS
Driver side front electric windows Up/down auto ⋆ ⋆

Passenger side front electric windows ⋆ ⋆

Rear electric windows ⋆ ⋆

Tailgate open system Electromagnetic ⋆ ⋆

Cap tank internal opener Cable type ⋆ ⋆

Central door locking 5 door ⋆ ⋆

Keyless entry system - ⋆

Keyless push start system - ⋆

Bottle holder Front and rear ⋆ ⋆

MAJOR EQUIPMENT
Transmission 5MT/4AT 5MT/4AT

Grade GL GLX



MIRRORS
Day/night rearview mirror Manual ⋆ -

Auto - ⋆

Sun visor Driver’s side with ticket holder ⋆ ⋆

Passenger side ⋆ ⋆

- with ticker holder - ⋆

Passenger vanity mirror With lamp ⋆ ⋆

Electric outside door mirrors Electric fold ⋆ ⋆

ORVM turn signal lamp ⋆ ⋆

Auto folding outside mirrors - ⋆

SEATS 
Fabric ⋆ ⋆

Driver seat height adjust ⋆ ⋆

Seat back pocket ⋆ ⋆

Seat back hook ⋆ ⋆

Separately folding rear seat backs and cushions (60/40) ⋆ ⋆

(x2) Rear headrest ⋆ ⋆

Rear centre armrest with cupholder ⋆ ⋆

Rear seat flip and fold ⋆ ⋆

INTERIOR
Luggage shelf Hard ⋆ ⋆

Side under protection garnish For flat roof ⋆ ⋆

Upper hook in luggage room ⋆ ⋆

Passenger/rear assist grips ⋆ ⋆

Driver footrests ⋆ ⋆

Over head console ⋆ ⋆

Luggage shelf strings ⋆ ⋆

⋆ : Standard      - : Not Available *Bluetooth is a registered trademark of Bluetooth SIG, Inc.

MAJOR EQUIPMENT
Transmission 5MT/4AT 5MT/4AT

Grade GL GLX



EXTERIORS
Roof rails ⋆ ⋆ (Gunmetal)

Side under protection garnish ⋆ ⋆

Wheel arch extensions ⋆ ⋆

Skid plate garnish Black ⋆ -

Silver - ⋆

Roof end spoiler ⋆ ⋆

Side door molding ⋆ ⋆

LIGHTING
Headlamp Halogen ⋆ -

LED Projector ⋆ ⋆

LED light guide in headlamp ⋆ -

Separate type turn indicator ⋆ -

Auto headlight - ⋆

Headlight levelling Manual ⋆ ⋆

LED daytime running lamp - ⋆

Front fog lamps LED - ⋆

Turn lamp Door mirrors ⋆ ⋆

LED tail lamp ⋆ ⋆

LED HMSL ⋆ ⋆

Split RCL ⋆ ⋆

WINDOWS
Windscreen wipers ⋆ -

Auto wipers Rain sensor - ⋆

Rear window wiper and washer ⋆ ⋆

Electric demister ⋆ ⋆

Green glass Front window ⋆ ⋆

Front door ⋆ ⋆

Rear/back door ⋆ ⋆

MAJOR EQUIPMENT
Transmission 5MT/4AT 5MT/4AT

Grade GL GLX



OTHER
Cruise control - ⋆

Parking sensor Rear ⋆ ⋆

Reverse parking camera ⋆ ⋆

Gear shift indicator ⋆ ⋆

⋆ : Standard      - : Not Available *Bluetooth is a registered trademark of Bluetooth SIG, Inc.

MAJOR EQUIPMENT
Transmission 5MT/4AT 5MT/4AT

Grade GL GLX



Accessories
EXTERIOR

9

1 + 2 4

3

5 6 + 7

8

1 | Side Skid Plate
Part No. 990J0M82P07-010

2 | Side Cladding
Red Carbon 
Part No. 990J0M82P01-040

3 | ORVM Cover
Carbon
Part No. 990J0M82PPJ-130

4 | Door Visor 
Part No. 990J0M82PQ0-010
(image not available)

5 | Side Cladding
Black Carbon 
Part No. 990J0M82P01-050

6 | Wheel Arch Kit
Part No. 990J0M82P07-110

7 | Mud Flaps
Part No. 72201M82P00-000
Not in conjunction with
990J0M82P01-050

8 | Tow Bar
Part No. 72901-85S00-000

9 | Glass Line Spoiler 
Part No. 990J0M82P07-140

10 | Body Side Moulding
Part No. 990J0M82P01-010
(image not available)



1 | Front Extender Garnish 
Part No. 990J0M82P07-090

2 | Front Lower Bumper Garnish 
Part No. 990J0M82P13-260

3 | Rear Lower Bumper Garnish 
Part No. 990J0M82P13-320

4 | Rear Extender Garnish
Part No. 990J0M82P07-100

5 | Door Handle Garnish 
GL model only
Part No. 990J0M76M13-070

6 | Front Grille Garnish
Red
Part No. 990J0M82P13-280
Carbon
Part No. 990J0M82P13-330

7 | Door Visor-Garnish Insert 
Part No. 990J0M82PQ0-020
(image not available)

GARNISHES
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1 + 2
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1 | Interior Styling Kit
Silver Mesh 
Part No.990J0M82PPJ-100

2 | Interior Styling Kit
Dynamic Silver 
Part No. 990J0M82PPJ-040

3 | Grooves Boot Mat
Part No. 990J0M82PA3-030

4 | Grooves All Weather Mat 
Part No. 75901M85SG0-000

5 | Interior Styling Kit
Glamour Red 
Part No. 990J0M82PPJ-030
(image not available)

6 | Interior Styling Kit
Velocity Silver 
Part No. 990J0M82PPJ-020 
(image not available)

7 | Variable Illuminated Door Sill Guard 
Part No. 990J0M82PM6-020
(image not available)

8 | Illuminated Door Sill Guard 
Part No. 990J0M82PM6-010
(image not available)

9 | Twin Colour Door Sill Guard 
Part No. 990J0M82PP6-020
(image not available)

10 | Stainless Steel Door Sill Guard 
Part No. 990J0M82PP6-010
(image not available)

11 | Premium Carpet Mat
Part No. 75901M85SE0-000
(image not available)

INTERIOR



GOOD, 
BETTER, 
BREZZA!
Mix, match and make the Vitara Brezza you own 

by exploring the wide variety of modern single, 

or go colour crazy and take your customisation 

to the next level with dual colour options (GLX). 

Customised with meter illumination on the 

inside (GLX), and the perfect combination of 

colour on the outside, the Vitara Brezza will 

always feel like it was made just for you.



SINGLE BODY COLOURS

DUAL TONE COLOURS

TORQUE BLUE BODY WITH
MIDNIGHT BLACK ROOF (D7W) 
(GLX ONLY)

GRANITE GREY (ZTN)

AUTUMN ORANGE (Z8Q)

SIZZLING RED BODY WITH
MIDNIGHT BLACK ROOF (D7Y)
(GLX ONLY)

PEARL ARCTIC WHITE (ZHJ)

TORQUE BLUE (ZTG)
(GL ONLY)

GRANITE GREY BODY WITH
AUTUMN ORANGE ROOF (D7V) 
(GLX ONLY)

PREMIUM SILVER (ZQS)

SIZZLING RED (WAA) 
(GL ONLY)





Suzuki understands that purchasing a new vehicle 
is a substantial investment. Our unwavering 
commitment to customer satisfaction is 
represented in our ‘Suzuki Complete’ package, 
which includes every aspect of after-sales 
support, with warranty, service plan, and roadside 
assistance standard.

Warranty
All Suzuki models are covered by a 
comprehensive manufacturer’s warranty against 
any defects for a period of 5yr / 200 000 km. 
This is supported by a six year body corrosion 
warranty subject to terms and conditions. 

Service Plan
The Suzuki Vitara Brezza benefits from 
a 4yr / 60 000km service plan. This plan includes 
the replacement of oil, the oil filter, fuel filter, 
brake fluid, air filter and accessory belts, but 
excludes tyres, brakes and other wear-and-
tear items.

Service Intervals 
15 000 km or one year, whichever comes first.

Roadside Assistance
Every new Vitara Brezza comes with a roadside 
assistance plan. Some of the benefits offered 
by this comprehensive package include: battery 
and locksmith call-out services, mechanical and 
electrical, breakdown towing (accident towing 
is optional), emergency medical rescue, vehicle 
repatriation and a stand-by-you roadside security 
armed-response service. 



All care is taken to ensure the accuracy of this brochure at the time of print approval. Specifications, features, prices and model availability may vary from those 
specified and may change without notice. Always consult your authorised Suzuki Dealer or refer to www.SuzukiAuto.co.za for the latest details on all models.
SUZUKI AUTO South Africa (PTY) Ltd will not be held liable for any loss as a result of reliance on the content of this brochure, whether in negligence or otherwise.
Vehicles are shown for illustrative purposes only and may not depict exact specifications. Published June 2021.
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